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“Pooh! Uneducated!” Grand Emperor Rowan looked scornful. “The strongest 
eye in the realm of Buddhism is the Eye of Samsara. It can see the past, 
future, past life, present life, sincerity, and falsehood. It can crush 
malevolence, eliminate evil spirits and kill faraway people.” 

“Is it so powerful? It’s fake, isn’t it? It can even see the past and present lives? 
Where is this amazing eye?” 

“My eye…” 

“Yours..?” Alex was stunned. “You have the Eye of Samsara?” 

Grand Emperor Rowan nodded. Then, he looked at the two bosses exploring 
outside frantically. “They will leave in one and a half minutes.” 

“Really?” 

“They will come back after five minutes. ” 

“Huh..?” 

A minute and a half passed swiftly. 

Sure enough, Bredon and the Black Dragon Chief left in disappointment and 
disappeared in a flash. They both waited for another five minutes, only to see 
those two people reappearing silently. Surprisingly, they were very punctual. 

Alex was shocked, but he finally knew his father-in-law had a trick up his 
sleeve. Grand Emperor Rowan did not boast about being the number-one 
man ten millennia ago. He, along with Alex, could even hide right under the 
enemies’ noses using this trick alone. 

As a result, both Eonian powerhouses failed to find them, an incident enough 
to make him a legendary man. It seemed that Alex had to reassess his view of 
this mediocre father-in-law. 



“Bravo! Bravo! Father-in-law, you are really awesome!” After a pause, he 
continued, “Ah! By the way, Father-in-law, how did you come in? Where are 
the others? I saw Empress Ghast earlier…” 

Right after saying that, Alex came to his senses abruptly. “Oh crap! The 
empress and Bea are still inside the Witch Essence. Since those two guys 
can’t find me, they will surely go back and find them. They will be in danger! 
Father-in-law, I’ve been marked by those two guys. I have to stall them. Do 
you have a way?” 

Grand Emperor Rowan frowned as he said, “Those two guys won’t pose a 
threat if you give me some time, but now… We can only flee.” 

Alex was shocked, “Father-in-law, those two guys are in Advanced-Eonian 
Realm, which is a greater and stronger realm than the Dominant Realm. 
Moreover, each realm will be divided into ninety-nine levels, starting from the 
Dominant Realm. Dealing with them won’t be so easy. Father-in-law, what 
realm are you in now?” 

“Eightieth level in the Dominant Realm.” 

“Holy… Crap! You didn’t reach the Dominant Realm before, did you?” 

“That’s because I’m a pure human. A human must possess the ancient Witch 
Blood in order to reach the Dominant Realm on the Ancient Path, but I don’t. 
Therefore, I was suppressed the entire time but gradually accumulated 
strength. It’s different after I came here. As soon as I stepped into this place, I 
transcended into the Dominant Realm, and my strength increased constantly.” 

After a pause, Grand Emperor Rowan said, “I see you have made great 
progress. You are much stronger than before. You are taking a different path, 
and I can’t see through it! Even if I have the Eye of Samsara, I can’t see 
through your fate. I wonder if the Goddess of Fate can.” 

Having said that, Alex knew he could not delay any longer. He left the force 
field with the emperor’s help. 

At that moment, Bredon and the Black Dragon Chief really rushed back to 
Devil’s Hill in an attempt to trouble Empress Ghast and Bea. However, it was 
then that he noticed that the mark on Alex’s body reappeared. When they 
sensed it, Alex was really in the place where they searched just now. 



“How can this be?” 

“How dare a weakling possess an ability that blocks our divine sense and hide 
himself so well?” 

“Chase after him!” 

The two people pursued him again. 

Grand Emperor Rowan also appeared afterward. After he looked back, he 
immediately summoned a yellow flag, grabbed Alex, and jumped onto it. That 
flag was definitely a remarkable artifact. It was surprisingly fast under the sea 
and traversed through space directly. 

Bredon and the Black Dragon were chasing after them swiftly. That Black 
Dragon, in particular, could reach them with its claws from a long distance and 
almost caught the flag. 

Grand Emperor Rowan was infuriated. “D*mn! How dare a Black Dragon 
show off in front of me? I destroyed the Black Dragon clan and decapitated 
many dragons back then. I will surely kill him in return when my main body 
meets up with me!” 

Alex was dumbfounded. “Father-in-law… Isn’t this your main body?” 
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Alex looked quite shocked. 

‘Could this be the strength of a peerless ancient powerhouse? He can make 
an avatar as he likes, then comes out and run rampant?’ 

Although he had not reached the point of running rampant, he managed to 
make the two Eonian bosses suffer humiliation by hiding himself. It was not 
something anyone could do. 

“My main body is still on the Ancient Path! I’m only responsible for cultivation 
and fighting, whereas my main body is in charge of love affairs… Having too 
many wives will only affect my sword drawing speed. Brat, you have a lot of 
women too. Do you want to learn this avatar skill from me? It neglects neither 



making… Making love affairs nor cultivation. Once your avatar has high 
cultivation, your main body’s cultivation will also increase correspondingly. 
When the two fuse together, the strength will be unified completely.” 

Alex was shocked. The old man really knew how to enjoy himself. 
Surprisingly, he even thought of something like this. As expected, he was 
forced to do so. 

If no one forced him, why would he need to go through so much trouble? 

“Uhm. Father-in-law, it’s exactly what I need, if you are willing to teach me.” 

“Alright! I will teach you after killing those two bugs behind us!” 

After looking back, Grand Emperor Rowan maneuvered the flag and 
accelerated again. Rushing straight toward a deeper trench on the seabed, he 
said, “I just attempted divination. This submarine canyon will be a blessed 
place for us. We can kill those two annoying bugs with great fortune here, but 
I’m afraid we will be doomed after getting out of this canyon.” 

“Father-in-law, is your divination accurate? Those two guys are really hard to 
deal with. We both will end up dead if they really catch up with us. Why don’t 
we make a force field and hide ourselves?” 

Grand Emperor Rowan snorted coldly. “I am the dignified sect master of the 
Stoermer Sect. How can I be pursued by two bugs, like a pathetic dog? That 
doesn’t fit my persona and style. What are you afraid of? A man should die 
with honor! Go down!” 

The magical flag took the two people and rushed into the submarine canyon, 
but the next second, a great suction force gushed out, rolled the flag up, and 
pulled it down vigorously. 

“D*mn! What the hell?!” Alex screamed. 

“Father-in-law, what’s happening?! Hurry and search control the flag!” 

Grand Emperor Rowan shook his head. “I can’t! I can’t search control it! We 
can only go with the flow! According to divination, this submarine canyon is 
our sacred place with great fortune. We will be fine. Just wait for the 
opportunity to come to us… Well, we can probably make those two annoying 
bugs suffer humiliation because of this unique place.” 



His father-in-law, as still as water, feared nothing. Alex understood him after 
thinking about it. 

‘D*mn! You are just an avatar, an existence similar to my mirror image. It’s not 
even a big deal if you die, but my main body is on the scene. Everything will 
be over if I die.’ 

Even so, there was no other way now. Alex could not help but let that force 
pull him down. He even felt as though countless eyes were staring at him in 
the process, which made his hair stand on end. 

Alex asked, “Father-in-law, there is probably something bad down there, isn’t 
it?” 

Grand Emperor Rowan nodded. “I feel it too. It’s like a bunch of old women 
staring at my butt… Something is not right…” 

Then, he looked up. He saw Bredon and Black Dragon Chief had reached the 
edge of the canyon, but he dared not go down. 

“If I’m not wrong, it seems to be the Chaos Demon Realm down there!” 

“Why is there a gateway for something like this here?” 

“Bredon Chase, the Fiend Lord’s heart is down there. Do you dare to go down 
and get it?” 

“Haha! What a joke! Why would I dare not do so? Let’s go down. It’s just the 
Chaos Demon Realm. I, Bredon Chase, will kill my way as usual. Black 
Dragon, I think you are old, and your strength is average. You better cherish 
your life, lest you die by accident when you get down there. When that 
happens, your Black Dragon clan will be reduced to slaves!” 
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Bredon had his reasons for saying those things. 

Everyone in the Chi universe knew the Black Dragons were at odds with the 
Benares Dragons. Both dragon clans had been fighting for the ancestral land 
for over a million years. They hated each other and would engage in a fight 



when they met. However, the power between the two clans was relatively 
balanced. 

The Black Dragon Chief and the Benares Dragon Chief had the greatest 
combat power in the two clans, and they were of similar level. Therefore, the 
ancestral land was divided into two. Even so, conflicts broke out constantly at 
the demarcation line between the lands as everyone wanted to take a little 
more land. Hence, if the Black Dragon Chief died in this place, the Black 
Dragons would not be able to compete against the Benares Dragons, and 
they would lose their ancestral land in the end. 

The Black Dragon Chief snorted coldly, “The ancestral land dispute has 
occurred for too long. I have long wanted to end this dispute. If I can obtain 
the Fiend Lord’s heart, the Benares Dragon Chief can only kneel before. I am 
willing to take this risk!” 

Right after saying that, he took the lead and jumped down. He was 
immediately caught up in the mysterious force below and plummeted down. 

Bredon’s face sank. He wanted to drive the Black Dragon Chief away at first, 
but he did not expect this old creature would be so determined. He also could 
not let go of the Fiend Lord’s heart, but he did not want the old black dragon to 
snatch it first. Therefore, he also jumped down instantly. 

Not long after those two jumped down, a huge ship nearby surfaced silently. 

“The one who just jumped down from here seems to be Bredon Chase from 
the Thousand Sword Sect.” 

“The Fiend Lord’s heart actually shows up here?” 

“It looks like we are lucky.” 

“Wait a minute!” 

At that moment, an old lady stretched out her hand and looked at the dark 
submarine canyon. She then said, “Something is wrong with this place. There 
is so much negative resentful Chi. The pure demonic Chi should be swirling 
around and won’ t hurt anyone if it is really the Chaos Demon Realm, but 
this…” 



“Grandma, you are such a peerless expert. Any danger is common in front of 
you.” A young woman on the ship smiled as she flattered the old lady. 

“That’s right. Grandma, Bredon Chase can only kneel down and prostrate 
before you if you step in. How can he be qualified to obtain the Fiend Lord’s 
heart? It has to belong to you, Grandma.” 

The old lady was walking on air and enjoying herself from those words, but 
she still reminded them. “You should be careful. I sense that this canyon is 
complicated down there. I’m afraid it’s not as simple as the Chaos Demon 
Realm, but rather it is like the Primordial Cemetery.” 

“Primordial Cemetery? What is that?” 

“You won’t understand it even if I explain it! Go down and take a look!” 

“Go!” 

The huge ship was activated and rushed toward the canyon. Shortly 
afterward, that force appeared again. The huge ship crumbled and 
disintegrated right under that force. At least five hundred experts inside were 
squeezed out. 

The old lady spread her hands and shouted, “Fear not. I will protect you all!” 

She condensed a large bubble that wrapped everyone in it like a barrier, but 
the next second, thousands of law-based astral wind appeared below the 
canyon and bombarded the bubble like raindrops. The bubble shattered in just 
an instant. More than half of the people were injured due to the attack. 

The old lady was so angry that her eyes were about to pop out of their 
sockets. When she glared with both eyes, she found that the people below 
were unscathed and did not make any resistance. She dared not take another 
action and warned everyone quickly, “Don’t move. Don’t resist. Just go down 
this way.” 

At the same time, the dark demonic lotus inside Alex’s body suddenly said to 
him, “Be careful. There are Primordial Spirits here. They are dead souls 
sacrificed during the great war between primordial gods and demons. They 
have turned into peerless dreadful devils in this special environment. This 
place is definitely a dreadful place. I can’t suppress them even with my 
demonic attribute.” 
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Alex did not think that way. His expression was a little strange because a 
voice seemed to have been calling out to him after he arrived here. 

It was getting more and more intense. 

Boom! 

Finally, the force on their bodies disappeared all of a sudden. Alex and Grand 
Emperor Rowan fell hard. Fortunately, they did not fall to death as it was all 
seawater down there, but the next second, the dark demonic lotus warned, 
“Be careful!” 

Grand Emperor Rowan also shouted and lashed out a punch abruptly. 

As soon he lashed out the punch, the murderous intent spread everywhere. 
Mountains collapsed, the ground cracked, and stars fell. 

The momentum was surprisingly great, but it was futile. Invisible dreadful 
creatures charged at them with a swish. They were the Primordial Spirits 
mentioned by the dark demonic lotus. There were countless numbers of them, 
and they all lunged at the two of them. They could not see the bodies but only 
felt them. 

Grand Emperor Rowan activated the Eye of Samsara, and a vertical eye was 
opened on his forehead. He saw them. They were bloodshot eyes. 

“Run!” 

The Taien Flag was still there. Grand Emperor Rowan controlled the flag and 
took Alex with him before breaking through the encirclement. Alex did not stay 
idle and unleashed various moves mindlessly. Then, he discovered that the 
techniques of Buddhism were greatly effective against these Primordial Spirits 
and seemed to be able to frighten the dreadful creatures away. 

After that, the Black Dragon Chief also came down. This dragon’s enormous 
body smashed many rocks on the seabed with a boom. Immediately 
afterward, it roared and darted toward Alex and others. However, he also 
could not prevent the Primordial Spirits from giving him a hard time. 



“Ah! What are these things?!” 

“Argh! D*mn! Primordial Spirits! They turned out to be the Primordial Spirits!” 

“Arghhh!” 

Alex looked back and saw countless invisible Primordial Spirits pestering that 
extremely powerful Black Dragon Chief. Surprisingly, he was unable to run 
away and let out a huge roar while rolling on the seabed… However, his body 
constantly bled and his soul trembled. Finally, even his wailing was gone. 

He died… And just like that, the Black Dragon Chief was dead. 

Alex and Grand Emperor Rowan felt their blood freeze upon witnessing the 
horrifying scene. 

He was a powerhouse in the Advanced-Eonian Realm and a member of the 
Black Dragon clan. The strength of his body was self-evident, but he died in 
the blink of an eye, leaving only a skeleton. 

“Go! Go!” Grand Emperor Rowan said with quivering lips. 

The two of them had weaker cultivation. It was a miracle that they were still 
alive now, but the Primordial Spirits did not let them go and were still eying 
them covetously nearby. 

Nonetheless, Alex was the present Buddha, and Grand Emperor Rowan also 
had the cultivation techniques of Buddhism. Grand Emperor Rowan said to 
Alex, “Are you surprised that I know Buddhist cultivation techniques? In fact, 
you probably didn’t know that I was a monk in my past life. Do you know the 
Dragon Subduing Arhat?” 

“I know! Daoji!” 

“Yes! That’s me!” 

Alex was speechless for a moment. However, they both were fellow brothers. 
Grand Emperor Rowan was Daoji, whereas he was the Buddha. The two of 
them were fated with Buddhism, so they managed to block the Primordial 
Spirits temporarily. 

“Go! Go! Go!” Grand Emperor Rowan said, “Told you this place would be a 
blessed place for us. These two annoying bugs will die here, and now there is 



one left. He won’t last long either.” He rode the flag and rushed in a certain 
direction. 

“Wait a minute! Change direction! To the right!” Alex said. 

“Why?” 

“A mysterious voice seems to be telling me to go there. Something is calling 
out to me!” 

“Alright. I’ll listen to you. Perhaps it’s our fortune.” 

They both changed direction and sped off. Those Primordial Spirits followed 
them all the way, but they stopped following them after reaching a certain 
area. On the contrary, they fled frantically, as if they were afraid of some 
terrifying existence. 

Back there… 

When Bredon rushed down and saw the Black Dragon Chief’s corpse bones, 
he instantly shuddered with fear. 
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However, he sensed clearly that Alex had gone to a distant place. 

“What! The old Black Dragon died just like this?! Are you kidding me?!” 

“Primordial Spirits?! Oh, my God!” 

Bredon summoned a sword quickly. One sword formed a million swords, and 
they all surrounded him. He also turned himself into a sword and set up a 
sword formation to resist the onrushing Primordial Spirits. Shortly afterward, 
that old lady and others also arrived. 

“Granny Heavenward?” Bredon was astonished. ‘Huh? The people from the 
Heavenward Gate are here…’ 

Bredon wanted to leave quickly, but he was unable to do so! 



The Primordial Spirits were too powerful. He could not figure out how Alex and 
Grand Emperor Rowan escaped. 

Could it be that the Primordial Spirits were still sleeping and were not awake 
at that time? 

This was the only plausible explanation. Promptly, the Primordial Spirits 
caused trouble for the people from the Heavenward Gate. 

Granny Heavenward shouted, “Be careful! They are Primordial Spirits! 
Everyone, get in formation and resist the enemies!” 

After a pause, she said to Bredon, “Master Chase, why don’t we join forces?” 

Bredon replied, “Alright!” 

They had to join forces at a time like this. 

Bredon’s sword was very powerful and could hurt the Primordial Spirits. 
Granny Heavenward also had a priceless treasure in her hand. After she 
summoned it, it was filled with great lethal power. However, she seemed to 
have angered a certain hidden big boss after dealing great damage to the 
Primordial Spirits. A gigantic Primordial Spirit, its eyes alone were like two 
small planets. 

Sure enough, she could only see this pair of eyes. It let out a loud roar, 
shaking the sky and the earth. 

Woo! 

Meanwhile… 

Many people from the Eternal Dominion were in the Hive, including Hayley. At 
that moment, the nine Eternal powerhouses gathered and broke through the 
Hive at the Eye of Nine Yin. They found a large coffin, but it was empty inside 
after opening it. 

There was nothing… 

“Nothing? How is this possible?” 

“Where could the Fiend Lord’s heart have gone?” 



Hayley’s heart skipped a beat as she exclaimed, “Why did that guy come here 
too?” 

A man beside her said, “Hailey, who is that guy you’re talking about?” 

He saw some clues from Hayley’s expression. To his surprise… It seemed to 
be a love affair between a man and a woman. 

“Uhm, he is a very interesting guy…” 

Just then, they heard a roar, and the sky and the earth trembled. 

Woo! 

“What was that?” 

Several Eternal powerhouses were startled for a moment. 

An old Daoist priest smirked. “If l heard correctly, it should be the cry of the 
Primordial Spirit King. The Primordial Spirit King doesn’t show up by chance. 
The Fiend Lord destroyed the world and massacred millions of deities in the 
great battle between the primordial gods and demons back then. The 
Primordial Spirit King hates the Fiend Lord to the core. He is probably 
searching for the Fiend Lord’s heart too.” 

“Primeval Lord of Heaven, forget about the Fiend Lord’s heart!” Hayley 
suddenly said with a smile. 

The old Daoist priest was startled. “Heavenbane, what do you mean?” 

Hayley said, “My ally has obtained the Fiend Lord’s heart. None of you shall 
try to take it away from him.” 

“Your ally? Who is it?” 

“My ally is my man, of course!” 

“What?! Heavenbane, you found a cultivation partner?!” The Primeval Lord of 
Heaven was astonished. 

The man whom Heavenbane had taken a fancy to was by no means simple. 
He would be even more amazing if he obtained the Fiend Lord’s heart. The 
balance of the Eternal Dominion might even be broken. 



“Hmph. Primeval Lord, do you think I don’t know you hired the Bull Demon 
King to conquer the Ancient Path? Your conspiracy has been exposed. I 
advise you to give up that unrealistic idea because you are bound to fail.” 

“Junior, let’s go!” 
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When the Primeval Lord of Heaven saw Hayley and her junior dashing out of 
the Hive, his face was as cold as ice. 

“The secret of the Everlasting Door is hidden within the Fiend Lord’s heart. 
This may be the final clue…” 

“We can’t let Heavenbane’s man take search control of it, or else the 
Everlasting Path will be cut off from all of us. What’s more, the current 
heavenly law is ruthless and can’t tolerate Eternals. All the Eternals will meet 
their demise soon.” 

“And… This is… Our last chance…” 

The Primeval Lord of Heaven’s words tugged at the heartstrings of all the 
Eternal powerhouses at the scene. Although they knew the Primeval Lord of 
Heaven had an impure intention, it was undeniable that the heavenly law did 
not tolerate the Eternals. None of them who reached this level was a fool. 

A young woman in white with exposed thighs said, “Primeval Lord, we all 
know you are trying to revamp the Heavenly Fate, but that’s unrealistic. The 
heavenly law is ruthless, and it treats all creatures fairly. Didn’t the former 
Heavenly Fate Pavilion also perish overnight in the end?” 

The Primeval Lord of Heaven said, “You are wrong. I’m not going to revamp 
the Heavenly Fate, but to search control the Everlasting Door. I want 
everyone to live forever. Everyone can become a dragon or god! Everyone 
can enter the Everlasting Door!” 

The few Eternal powerhouses were stunned upon hearing such words from 
the Primeval Lord of Heaven. To their surprise, this man was holding onto 
such a ridiculous ideal. 



Another Eternal powerhouse said, “Primeval Lord, this is an impossible task. 
Normal humans can’t cross the Everlasting Door. They will end up dead once 
they cross it. How can they withstand the crushing of that Wheel of Fate?” 

The Primeval Lord of Heaven said, “That’s why sacrifices are required.” 

“Sacrifice? Sacrifice what?” 

“Lives!” 

“Ha! Primeval Lord, have you gone crazy? How many lives would have to be 
sacrificed then?” 

Consequently, the Primeval Lord said, “This problem can be solved easily by 
sacrificing the diffracted universe.” 

The crowd was stunned, but at that moment, someone said, “The others 
should die in our place. The diffracted universe is degenerate in the first place. 
If it gets destroyed, so be it. It will be a great thing that lasts through the ages 
if we can stop the ruthless heavenly law.” 

“Let’s find the Fiend Lord’s heart first, or else everything will be in vain.” 

The group of people, a total of seven Eternals, temporarily formed an alliance. 
Then, they chased after Hayley. 

*** 

Chaos Demon Realm. 

Granny Heavenward and others were overwrought when they saw the 
Primordial Spirit King that. appeared suddenly. Such an existence was not 
something that people like them could resist. 

“We can’t stay here for too long! Hurry up and leave!” 

“Chase after those two people ahead.” 

All the small Primordial Spirits dashed toward the Primordial Spirit King 
because of its appearance. Surprisingly, they merged. Therefore, the 
Primordial Spirit King’s strength skyrocketed again. It shot a beam of light out 
of its planet-like eye at the formation of Granny Heavenwards and others as if 
it were a cosmic ray. 



Boom! 

The formation broke with a loud boom. Thirty or so people from the 
Heavenward Gate died instantly. 

“Escape!” 

Bredon swung his sword at the Primordial Spirit King, unleashing a 100,000-
feet-tall sword light. 

When it was about to hit the Primordial Spirit King’s eyeball, a large phantom 
hand appeared out of nowhere next to it and grabbed the sword light. It then 
squeezed the sword light into a ball and shattered it. 

“Corpse King of the Great Wasteland, come forth!” the Primordial Spirit King 
roared furiously. 

The next moment, a large bony hand emerged from the seabed in front of 
Bredon and others like a towering mountain and slapped the crow ruthlessly. 
Seawater was churning wildly, the laws were exploding, and some luminous 
sirens around them were fleeing desperately. 

A loud boom rang out. The smack formed a larger crater. Dozens more lives 
died, but their souls were absorbed by that large bony hand. 

Clang! 

A clear sound was heard. 
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The crowd looked over carefully. To their horror, they saw nine chains 
wrapping around the white bony arm, and intricate spells were carved on each 
chain. They were mysterious, ancient, and filled with laws, but now, one of the 
chains cracked. 

The Primordial Spirit King opened its mouth and roared again, “It’s finally time 
for our revenge after billions of years! All the people and living beings in this 
universe deserve to die!” 



Bredon was also injured because that blow earlier was aimed at him. 

“Go! Granny Heavenward, I’m afraid these disciples or yours can’t be saved! 
Take care of yourself!” 

Bredon did not want to continue fighting. He left hurriedly before the Corpse 
King of the Great Wasteland’s shackles were broken completely. He even 
took away the magical treasure storage and a piece of bone before he left. 

‘I hope the Black Dragon’s inverse bone can be of some use at the critical 
moment.’ 

Whoosh! 

Bredon was also extremely cunning. He barged through the crowd of the 
Heavenward Gate and ran for his life. 

‘As the saying goes, I don’t have to run faster than the enemies. I just have to 
run faster than my companions!’ 

The Primordial Spirit King stretched out its invisible hand and grabbed wildly 
in the crowd. Bredon used the Heavenward to eliminate the Primordial Spirit 
King’s pursuit. Granny Heavenward glared at him, but she could only do that 
once the Primordial Spirit King chased her. She even grabbed her disciples 
and threw them to the back. 

Bredon and Granny Heavenward escaped this deadly cemetery at last but 
with heavy casualties. There were five hundred experts from the Heavenward 
Gate, but only twenty or so of them were alive now. 

Granny Heavenward’s eyes flashed with rage. “Go! I’m going to have the 
Fiend Lord’s heart!” 

Bredon replied, “Granny, you don’t have the final say, do you?” 

Granny Heavenward was resentful. “I haven’t held you accountable for using 
my sect disciples to run for your life just now. Only the Fiend Lord’s heart can 
make up for the huge loss of my Heavenward Gate.” 

Bredon laughed. “The capable ones worthy of claiming the treasure. Let’s find 
out who is capable.” 



Right after saying that, he dashed forward. He could still sense Alex’s 
presence. 

‘Once I ditch Granny Heavenward, where will she go to find the Fiend Lord’s 
heart? Haha!’ 

Whoosh! 

Bredon turned a sharp sword and disappeared rapidly. Granny Heavenward 
was unwilling to let him go, so she chased after him immediately. The 
remaining Heavenward Gate disciples chased after them, but they were much 
slower. Therefore, they could only search along the way. 

*** 

At that moment, Alex and Grand Emperor Rowan entered a foggy white area. 

Grand Emperor Rowan said, “The laws and aura here are so dense. I think it 
will be a hundred times faster than outside if I cultivate here… Ah, I have 
transcended again.” 

He reached the eighty-first level of the Dominant Realm in an instant. 

Alex was speechless. ‘Father-in-law discouraged me on purpose, didn’t he?!’ 

“Why can’t I absorb any power of laws here instead?” 

Alex said, “D*mn it! That ominous heart must have been behind it!” 

He felt that his heart was beating uncontrollably. Furthermore, the heartbeat 
was getting heavier. The heartbeat sounded like a drum. 

“Haha! I have transcended again! Eighty-second level!” 

“Holy crap! Father-in-law, are you sure your cultivation is correct? It’s not an 
illusion, is it? How can it be so fast? It’s less than a minute ago, right?” 

Grand Emperor Rowan said, “This is the fortune I was talking about. This is 
the divine mist by the God of Fortune, but I never expected you would have no 
luck with this fortune. Never mind. I will protect you… Oh my. I transcended 
again. It’s eighty-fourth level now!” 



Alex was speechless. Just then, they sensed someone was chasing after 
them. 

It was Bredon Chase! 

“He just refuses to leave us alone! Run! Quickly!” 
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“Get up here!” 

Grand Emperor Rowan summoned that flag for an accelerated journey and 
pulled Alex up. When he entered this white fog earlier, he put away the flag 
because of the continuous upgrade in a short time… Now that he was riding 
the flag to escape, he suddenly found that his speed was severely affected by 
this foggy white area. Even his vision and divine consciousness were 
interrupted. 

He called it the foggy white area because it was on the seabed with almost 
zero visibility. He felt as though he had crashed into a pool of milk. 

Boom! 

Grand Emperor Rowan’s flag hit something unknown. They tumbled instantly 
and almost had a tragic accident. They activated X-ray vision, which made 
their visibility higher than others. When they took a look, they almost 
screamed. 

The flag hit an eight-armed giant. It looked ferocious at first glance. Its body 
was definitely harder than theirs, not to mention its cultivation level. 

Roar! 

That monster roared and slammed down the stick in its hand. 

“Get out of the way!” They struck each other’s palms and borrowed the force 
to dodge the blow. Then, they saw a stick, as huge as a mountain, smashing 
the ground hard. 

“My goodness!” 



“How great is that strength?” 

Another canyon appeared right on the ground. 

“Run!” 

Alex and Grand Emperor quickly identified a direction and sped off, but 
unexpectedly, that eight-armed monster was not slow. It strode off with four 
legs at a breakneck speed. 

“Sh*t! What kind of monster is this?!” 

They both rushed right at Bredon, who was chasing after them. 

The visibility of this place was low, and Bredon did not have X-ray vision. He 
could only identify the direction based on the marking on Alex’s body. At that 
moment, he sensed Alex approaching him, so he thought Alex was lost. He 
felt extremely excited as Alex bumped into him. 

‘You’re walking right into the trap! The Fiend Lord’s heart is mine!’ 

Bredon was overjoyed. He made his move after Alex got close. However, Alex 
turned around and headed in another direction abruptly when he was about a 
hundred meters away from Bredon. 

‘Huh? Did he discover me? He’s trying to run? Not so easy!’ 

Bredon pounced on Alex at once, but at that moment, an extreme crisis 
appeared behind him. His cultivation was in the Eonian Realm, and he had 
long reached the point where his seven senses were keen and gained 
potential for early crisis detection. 

‘Someone ambushed me!’ Bredon reacted instantly and swung his sword to 
the back. 

Clang! 

A loud sound rang out. 

Bredon realized that he had hit an enormous copper bell. The bell’s defense 
was very strong. His sword slowed down the copper bell slightly, but it 
covered him immediately again. 



“D*mn! Granny Heavenward, are you trying to fight me to the death?” 

He knew it was Granny Heavenward’s treasure, so he scolded her 
immediately. As expected, Granny Heavenward’s voice came from the back. 
“I will not harm you as long as you give up the Fiend Lord’s heart!” 

Bredon was furious. “Bullsh*t! Old virgin, do you think I am afraid of you?!” 

Then, they both fought from a distance in the sea of white fog. However, 
Granny Heavenward suddenly screamed after a few moves. A monster 
popped up and grabbed her waist, pinching her like a clay figurine in its hand. 

“My goodness! What is this thing? Go to hell!” 

Granny Heavenward was stunned as she had never seen such a monster. 
She controlled the magical treasure quickly and slammed into it. It was the 
copper hell with amazing defense, but it encountered its rival this time. The 
monsters had a total of eight arms. It grabbed the copper bell with two arms 
before it opened its mouth and bit down. 

Crack! Crack! 

Granny Heavenward was horrified. 

To her surprise, that monster immediately created a huge opening on the 
natal magical treasure after a few bites. This monster’s teeth were terrifying, it 
crunched and swallowed half of the copper bell in the blink of an eye. 
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“D*mn it!” 

Granny Heavenward was mad as a wet hen. In addition, the natal magical 
treasure destroyed by the bite also damaged her soul to a certain degree. 
Fortunately, she had quickly struck out at the monster and severed one of its 
arms while taking advantage of the fact that it only cared about eating the 
copper bell. She then escaped, but the next second, the monster was furious. 
Moreover, its severed arm was also recovering at a visible speed. 

It grew a new arm swiftly. 



‘What kind of monster is that? Run!’ Granny Heavenward was terrified. 

The Chaos Demon Realm was simply perilous. She did not know if Bredon 
was aware of the existence of this monster, but now, it was in hot pursuit of 
her and even faster than her. If she wanted to make her escape, she could 
only outrun Bredon first. 

“Bredon Chase, the Fiend Lord’s heart is yours! I don’t want it anymore!” 
Granny Heavenward shouted behind him, “This place is too strange! I’m afraid 
my disciples will be in danger, so I’ll leave first!” 

Bredon scoffed upon hearing that. “Old virgin, I don’t believe you!” 

However, he slowed down a bit involuntarily. 

As a result, Granny Heavenward overtook him and brushed past him with a 
swish, running forward without looking back. 

“D*mn! B*tch! You’re really cheating! But, old virgin! You’re pursuing the 
wrong direction!” 

Just then, he realized a severe problem. Granny Heavenward was not 
chasing after Alex but was running away from the monster behind her. 

Boom! 

The monster touched the ground with its four limbs and bounced vigorously, 
leaping high. It shot a long lance out of its arm. 

Buzz! 

The long lance was shot right at Bredon. Feeling an adrenaline rush, Bredon 
rolled on the ground with all his might before he managed to dodge it 
wretchedly. Then, he also burned his vital energy and ran away quickly. 

Thud! Thud! Thud! 

Bredon caught up with Granny Heavenward again and cursed, “Old hag, you 
tricked me! You are really cunning as a fox. What’s the origin of that guy back 
there?!” 

Granny Heavenward said, “It’s probably your dad…” 



“F*ck! Old virgin, it’s your mate…” 

Consequently, Granny Heavenward threw out something all of a sudden. 

Whoosh! 

The area behind her turned into a muddy swamp instantly. As soon as Bredon 
stepped into it, he suffered a calamity… Then, that monster also rushed up to 
him in an instant. 

Roar! 

“Argh!” 

Running ahead, Granny Heavenward heard Bredon’s miserable scream. Even 
if he lashed out the Black Dragon’s inverse bone, that eight-armed monster 
was simply a bug-like existence. He could not break that monster’s defense at 
all. 

The scream lasted for a while, and it became silent completely. 

The master of the generation died from some unknown cause. 

*** 

In an instant, Alex felt his body become much lighter. Two Eonian 
powerhouses had marked him previously. He always felt that someone was 
spying on him, but that feeling was now gone along with the death of the two 
Eonian powerhouses. 

“Father-in-law, it seems those two in the Eonian Realm are dead!” Alex said to 
Grand Emperor Rowan. 

“Ha! I told you. To us, this is a sacred place with supreme fortune. How could 
those two pieces of trash kill us? However, I wonder if that monster is still 
pursuing us,” Grand Emperor Rowan said. “This place is very dangerous. Why 
don’t we rest here for a while and then level up quickly? When I transcend into 
the Eonian Realm, I will have the power to fight it.” 

“How long will it take then?” 

“I think… Perhaps one minute is enough?” 



“It’s going to take one minute to reach the Eonian Realm? Huh?. I’m just 
surprised. It’s fine. You should level up!” 
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Grand Emperor Rowan was truly an overpowering entity. He really meant it 
when he said he would level up. 

Helpless, Alex watched him step into the Eonian Realm. He simply did not 
give people a way out with such accumulated strength. 

Who could have leveled continuously in just a few words like him? 

Even gaming was not as fast as this. However, he was Grand Emperor 
Rowan, the polygamous Heavenly Emperor, the strongest monster in the 
ancient era. Alex wouldn’t have believed it if he did not see it with his own 
eyes. 

After that, Alex saw a tree’s shadow appear behind Grand Emperor Rowan… 
He was shocked. He also had a tree in his mind palace. Moreover, there were 
two of them, the Chaos Tree and Ancestral Bodhi Tree, but it seemed that 
none of them was as amazing as this tree. 

“Is this… Is this the Primordial Tree?!” At that moment, the dark demonic lotus 
was also stunned. 

The existence of the Primordial Tree was incredible. Rumor had it that it was 
the root of the universe. 

Not only was the dark demonic lotus shocked, but it was also moved. It then 
said to Alex, “The Primordial Tree is the root of the universe. It contains the 
most basic primordial laws. Once we snatch the Primordial Tree for ourselves, 
our strength will surely increase greatly. In time, we will be able to do 
whatever we want in the entire world.” 

Alex was unmoved. “He is my father-in-law…” 

The dark demonic lotus sneered, “Father-in-law, my a*s. A father and a son 
can turn against each other in front of the real Dao. Hurry up. Strike 
immediately while his cultivation foundation is unstable right after he stepped 



into the Eonian Realm. You will definitely be able to grab the Primordial Tree 
with my help.” 

“Save your breath!” 

“You… Abomination! How dare you disobey me? Fine then. I will devour your 
soul now and then snatch the Primordial Tree. Haha. Besides, you already 
have the Fiend Lord’s heart and will likely step into the Everlasting Realm. I 
have achieved my goal in the Eye of Nine Yin! Alex Rockefeller, you are the 
one who doesn’t cherish yourself, so don’t blame me! I was planning to let you 
live for another few days at first…” 

The dark demonic lotus revealed its true colors. It rushed out of Alex’s body 
abruptly. The huge dark lotus swayed lightly, but it produced tremendous 
demonic power. Furthermore, this place, the milk-like white foggy area rippled 
and retreated because of the appearance of this black lotus. 

“Alex Rockefeller! You are my host! I will devour you!” 

The dark demonic lotus said, “Then, I will get you to the pinnacle of Dao and 
achieve eternity! Consider it a favor repaid!” 

Immediately afterward, it wrapped around Alex hard. 

“Abomination!” 

Just then, Grand Emperor Rowan opened his eye abruptly. It was the third 
eye, a vertical eye on his forehead, but surprisingly, it contained two pupils. 
The Eye of Samsara stared coldly at the dark demonic lotus. 

“Huh?” The dark demonic lotus seemed to have sensed it, so it turned around 
quickly. 

Consequently, it saw nothing unusual with Grand Emperor Rowan at all. He 
was still fine, and his eyes were closed. 

“Tch!” The dark demonic lotus heaved a sigh and blamed itself for being 
paranoid. 

It focused on devouring Alex, but then, Grand Emperor Rowan opened his 
eye again. At the same time, that vertical eye glowed. It was a mysterious 
symbol. 



Buzz! 

The symbol turned into a cage and covered the dark demonic lotus and Alex. 

“Huh?” The dark demonic lotus was astonished and reacted immediately, 
trying to shake off the cage Grand Emperor had thrown, but soon, she 
realized something was not right. 

“What is this..? Six Eternities..?” 

The dark demonic lotus was flabbergasted. “I thought the Six Eternities had 
been damaged and perished long ago. How can you…” 

Grand Emperor Rowan said to Alex, “Alex, hang on. This dark demonic lotus 
is nothing terrifying. Let’s join hands and purify it!” 

Alex was in a dilemma. 

The dark demonic lotus had an affair… No, it was linked to the three thousand 
lotuses inside his body and could also control Alex’s three thousand worlds. 
Moreover, it was powerful and knew him like the back of its hand. 

Alex had long known this devil was a potential threat. It wasn’t like he didn’t 
think of a solution. He even thought of countless solutions with the women in 
his family, but he failed to think of a perfect solution in the end. Consequently, 
he still did not have a solution when the real danger befell him now. 

‘What should I do? Die? I can’t accept it. How can I accept it? I will never 
become someone else’s cat’s paw!’ 

He could no longer see outside now but could hear what his father-in-law, 
Grand Emperor Rowan, said. 

Apparently, he… Seemed to have a solution… 

Buzz! 

The dark demonic lotus was furious. Something seemed to be binding it. 

Alex did not yield without a struggle and tried various methods. He had to try 
it, even at the price of life and death. 

Boom! Boom! 



It was the Fiend Lord’s heartbeat. It beat energetically, as if Alex’s heart was 
racing wildly and putting up strong resistance. 

 


